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ABSTRACT

Homoscedastic and heteroscedastic Gaussian mixtures differ in the

constraints placed on the covariance matrices of the mixture components. A new

mixture, called herein a strophoscedastic mixture, is defined by a new constraint.

This constraint requires the matrices to be identical under orthogonal trans-

formations, where different transformations are allowed for different matrices. It

is shown that the M-step of the EM method for estimating the parameters of

strophoscedastic mixtures from sample data is explicitly solvable using singular

value decompositions. Consequently, the EM-based maximum likelihood

estimation algorithm is as easily implemented for strophoscedastic mixtures as it

is for homoscedastic and heteroscedastic mixtures. An example of a .noisy.

Archimedian spiral is presented.
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STREIT AND LUGINBUHL

INTRQDUCTION

Homoscedastic ("same scatter") Gaussian mixtures are probabilistic

mixtures of Gaussian components that are parametrically constrained to have the

same covariance matrix. Homoscedastic mixture parameters comprise the

covariance matrix, the mixing proportions, and the mean vectors of the

components. These parameters are readily estimated from independent sample

data using a maximum likelihood (MI.) algorithm derived using the method of

expectation-maximization (EM). In practice the primary drawback to

homoscedastic mixtures is that in some applications a large number of

components is needed to fit the available sample data adequately or, equivalently,

to approximate the probability density function (PDF) of the data to sufficient

accuracy. Large numbers of components are not needed in every application,

however.
Heteroscedastic ("different scatter") Gaussian mixtures allow the

components to have different covariance matrices. In some applications

heteroscedastic mixtures may require fewer components than homoscedastic

mixtures to achieve the same PDF approximation accuracy because they have

more parameters than homoscedastic mixtures for the same number of

components. Heteroscedastic parameters comprise the mixing proportions, the

mean vectors, and the covariance matrices. Unfortunately, the posterior

likelihood function of a heteroscedastic mixture is not uniformly bounded above

over the full parameter space, as shown by Titterington, Smith, and Makov (1985,

p. 83). Unboundedness is due to the absence of constraints on the covariance

matrices. Consequently, ML estimation algorithms need not converge unless they

are carefully initialized. Convergence can be guaranteed if a matrix prior (see

Redner, Hathaway, and Bezdek (1987) for the Wishart prior) is used to regularize

the covariance matrices; however, matrix priors do not directly address over

parameterization.
A new type of Gaussian mixture is defined in this paper. The new mixture

is called a strophoscedastic ("twisted scatter") mixture because of the statistical

character of its components. A Gaussian mixture is strophoscedastic if its

components have covariance matrices that are rotationally equivalent. More

precisely, the covariance matrices of a strophoscedastic mixture are obtained by

transforming a kernel matrix, A, by each orthogonal matrix in the set Q, where~
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there are as many matrices in Q as components in the mixture. The parameters to

be estimated comprise the kernel A, the orthogonal matrices in the set Q, and the

usual mixing proportions and means of the mixture. The likelihood function for

strophoscedastic Gaussian mixtures is bounded above if the sample data has full

rank, so parameter estimates are defined without recourse to prior distributions. A

ML estimation algorithm for strophoscedastic mixtures is derived by the method

of EM, and an example is presented. Strophoscedastic mixtures were first

proposed in an application context by Streit, Greineder, and Luginbuhl (1995).

Homoscedastic and strophoscedastic mixtures are identical in the univariate

case, that is, when the sample data are real-valued. However, the three mixtures

discussed above are distinguished by simple geometric congruence properties if

the dimension, d, of the sample data vectors is greater than or equal to two.

Likelihood isopleths (level curves) of a Gaussian component are ellipsoids in the

space Rd whose axes (orientation) and axis lengths (proportions) are determined

by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, respectively.

Consider the set of ellipsoids corresponding to the components in a given mixture.

If the ellipsoids are congruent under (rigid) translation, the mixture is

homoscedastic. If they are congruent under translation and rotation, the mixture

is strophoscedastic. Finally, if they are congruent under translation, rotation, and

dilation, the mixture is heteroscedastic. It is in this sense that strophoscedastic

mixtures fall Structurally between homoscedastic and heteroscedastic mixtures.

The three mixture types differ in the number of free parameters devoted to

their covariance matrix models when the number of components, denoted by N, is

given. Homoscedastic mixtures use the same covariance matrix for all

components, so they require d( d + I) /2 covariance parameters. Strophoscedastic

mixtures use different orthogonal matrices in each component, but the same

eigenvalues; hence, they require d + Nd( d -I) /2 covariance parameters. (The

parameter count is derived using the orthogonal factorization of a covariance
matrix - there are d arbitrary positive eigenvalues, and d(d -1)/2 parameters

are needed to specify uniquely a general orthogonal matrix with determinant +1.)

Heteroscedastic mixtures use different covariance matrices in each component, so

they require Nd( d + I) /2 covariance parameters. Therefore, strophoscedastic

mixtures require (N -I)d fewer parameters than heteroscedastic mixtures and

(N -I)d(d -I) /2 more parameters than homoscedastic mixtures. Because

strophoscedastic mixtures are significantly closer to heteroscedastic mixtures than

I
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homoscedastic mixtures in terms of the parameter counts, they may be anticipated

to have PDF approximation capabilities similar to heteroscedastic mixtures.

Strophoscedastic mixtures appear to be previously unreported in the

statistical literature. Manly and Rayner (1987) and Flury (1988, Section 3.2)

propose hierarchies of similarity among pluralities covariance matrices. Flury's

-Ievel8 hierarchies are numbered 1 to 5, and Manly and Rayner's -model8

hierarchies are numbered 0 to 3. Flury level I and Manly-Rayner model 0 are

equivalent to homoscedastic matrices, while Flury levelS and Manly-Rayner

model 3 are equivalent to heteroscedastic matrices. The intermediate hierarchies

of Flury level 2 and Manly-Rayner model 1 define the category of proportional

matrices. Flury level 3 is the common principal components (CPC) model, in

which covariance matrices have a common orthogonal matrix but different

diagonal kernels; in contrast. strophoscedastic matrices have a common diagonal

kernel but different orthogonal matrices. Flury level 4 is a partial CPC model.

Manly-Rayner model 2 is defined by equality of correlation matrices. In

summary, none of these hierarchies is equivalent to the strophosc:edastic category

presented in this paper.

PROBLEM FORMtn..A TION

The algorithm presented here is applicable to strophoscedastic mixture

estimation for unlabeled sample data. If labeled multi-class data are available, a

strophoscedastic mixture can be estimated for each class separately; alternatively,

the cross-class pooling methodology of Streit and Luginbuhl (1994) can be

followed to obtain joint (over all classes) estimates of the class-specific

strophoscedastic mixtures and, thereby, simultaneously approximate the

underlying class PDF's. This alternative approach mitigates sample data poverty

in one or more classes, if it exists, and so is potentially useful; however, it is not

followed here because cross-class pooling complicates the algorithm statement

and makes the overall presentation more difficult to follow. In any event. the

algorithm for labeled data is easily derived from the presentation below by

paralleling the derivation of Streit and Luginbuhl (1994).

Let p(x) denote the true, but unknown, PDF of the sample data, and let d ~ I

denote the dimension of the samples. The PDF p(x) is approximated by .
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1m

strophoscedastic mixture PDF, denoted by q(x), having N components. N is

assumed given; its selection is a model order selection problem and is outside the

scope of this paper. The parameters defining the strophoscedastic approximation
N ,

p(x) = q(x) = I xn?{ (x I J1n, Qn A Qn) (1)
0=1

are given explicidy as follows:
(i) Mixing proportions X = {xl,...,xN} such that xn~O forn= I,' N

and xl+...+xN =1,

(ii) Mean vectors J1 = {J11...'.J1N} such that I1n E Rd for ~ = 1, ..., N,

(iii) Positive definite diagonal kernel matrix A='DiDB[al' ...,ad]eRdxd
such that al~a2~ ... ~ad>O,

(iv) Orthogonal matrices Q.={QI' "., QN} such that QneRdxd and
Q~ Qn = Qn Q~ = I for n - 1, ..., N.

The parameters in the list (i) - (iv) are estimated from the sample data using the

ML method. Let K be the number of samples in the data set X ={XI,X2,'.',XK}'

where Xk eRd is a statistically independent and identically distributed (iJ.d.)

sample drawn from the distribution p(x). Using the approximation (1) and the

independence of the samples X gives the posterior likelihood function
K

L(X I x.J1,A,Q) = n q(xk I x,J1,A,Q). (2)
k=1

Applying the EM method requires defining random variables to characterize the

so-called missing data. The missing data are easily understood from a simulation

of the mixtur.e q(x): Firsdy, the discrete PDF defined on the set {I,...,N} by the

probability vector x is sampled to obtain a particular Gaussian component of the

mixture. Secondly, this Gaussian component is sampled to produce a vector in

the sample set X Every sample in X is modeled as having arisen in this fashion.

so the missing data are the discrete outcomes of the first step of the hypothetical

simulation. Using the missing data enables the method of EM to be applied to

derive a ML algorithm that is guaranteed by general properties of the EM method

to generate a sequence of parameter estimates that monotonically increase the

likelihood function (2). Consequendy, if the likelihood function is uniformly

bounded above for any choice of parameter set, the algorithm converges to either

a local ML parameter estimate or a stationary point of (2). General properties of

the method of EM are discussed by Wu (1983).
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ALGORmIM DERIVATION

N
'I'(x,Jl,A,Q) = constant + L.

n=1

K

L. wnk
k=l

N K- t L L wlik (Xk-J.1D)'Q~A-IQD(Xk-J.1n)'

n-l k=l
where the weights W Ilk are defined by

- x~ ?{(xk I J1~, (Q~)' A c Q~)
wlik - ~N c 4'

( I c (QC)' Ac QC) . "'°
1 Jto-,,-Xk J1., ° .

J=.J J J J

Further details of the E-step are straightforward and are omitted.

The objective of the M-step is to maximize the auxiliary function as a

function of the parameters in the problem. As is commonplace in many

successful applications of EM, the estimation problem for different portions of the

full parameter set separates into several disjoint subproblems. In particular, the

estimation problem for the mixing proportions is easily solved, together with the

constraint that the proportions sum to one, by Lagrangian methods. The result is

_~KXo - K I. Wilko
k-t
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The derivation of the strophoscedastic mixture ML algorithm is not as

straightforward as it is for homoscedastic and heteroscedastic mixtures. The

difficulty is due to an embedded discrete optimization problem that is not

apparent in the problem at first glance. The discrete optimization problem arises

in a novel manner within the so-called M-step of the EM method.

Familiarity with the method of EM for Gaussian mixtures is assumed. For a

general introduction to EM details, see Wu (1983). For application of EM

specifically to Gaussian mixtures, the discussions of Titterington, Smith, and

Makov (1985), Redner and Walker (1987), and Streit and Luginbuhl (1994,

Appendix) are useful.

The objective of the E-step is to define the auxiliary function of the EM

method and to simplify it if possible. Given the estimates {1tc,~c.Ac,Qc}, the

auxiliary function is defined as the conditional expectation of the logarithm of the

complete data likelihood function. For strophoscedastic mixtures with unlabeled

data, the auxiliary function takes the form
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I

Setting the gradient of 'I' with respect to the mean vector ~n to zero gives

~n= { ~ wnk Xk }/{ ~ Wnk } .
k=1 k=l

Estimating Jtn and ~n involves neither A nor the matrices in Q. Further details

are standard and are not presented.
The kernel A and the orthogonal matrices Q are linked, so maximization

must be undertaken over A and Q jointly. Fortunately, the subproblem for A

and Q. separates if A is fixed. The strategy, then, is to maximize the N separate

sub-subproblems that arise when A is fixed, and then to maximize the final result

over A. The strategy works because the sub-subproblems admit an explicit

solution in terms of A, as does the final maximization problem over A.

The auxili~ function of the n-th sub-subproblem is maximized over the

orthogonal matrix Qn, and it takes the form

- { ~ Wnk (xk -~n)' Q~ A -1 Qn (xk -~n) }/{ ~ wnk } . ('3)
k=1 k=1

Define dte within-component sample data covariance matrix

Sn= { f Wnk(Xk-~n)(Xk-~n)' }/{ f Wok } " (4)
k=1 k=1

The matrix (4) is known because the mixing proportions and mean vectors are

given above in terms of the weights. Using element~ properties of the trace

function (see, for example, Press (1982» and dropping the negative sign in (3)

gives the equivalent problem
min r(A,Qn), (5)
Qn

where the function to be minimized is given by

r(A,Qn) = tr[A -I Qn Sn Q~]. (6)

Let So = Uo 1:0 U~ denote a singular value decomposition (SVD) of So, where

the singular values, 1:n = 1DiQB[0010' 0'2n, ..', O'dn], are given in an arbitrary, but

fixed, order. Let p e Syn(d) , where Sym(d) denotes the set of all permutations

on the integers {l ,d}, and let P(j) denote the image ofj under p. The
permutation matrix P(p) e R dxd corresponding to p is orthogonal, that is,

P(p) P'(p) = P'(p) P(p) = I. The matrix Uo P(p) is therefore also orthogonal,

and the factorization Sn = (Un P(p» (P'(p) 1:0 P(p» (Un P(p»' is an SVD with

permuted singular values; explicitly, P'(P) 1:0 P(p) = 'DiD8£O'p(I),o, ..', CJp(d).n]'

~
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r(A,Zn)=tr{A-l Z~ {p'(p) EnP(p)J ZnJ. (7)

The matrix Zn = [Z~)] E R dxd is onhogonaJ, so that (7) is equivalent to

r(A,Zn) =! «:-1 O'p{k) n (Z~kn»2. (8) j,k=1 J . J

Minimizing the function (8) by choice of onhogonal matrix Zn is accomplished

by Lagrangian methods. The full Lagrangian incorporates unit length equality
constraints on the columns of the matrix Zn, as well as zero inner product

constraints on every distinct pair of columns. It turns out, fortunately, that
ignoring the zero inner product constraints greatly simplifies the analysis and
leads to a solution in which these constraints are automatically satisfied.

Consequently, it is only necessary to verify that the zero inner product constraints
hold ~ after solving the simpler problem using the unit length constraints only.

The Lagrangian for the simplified problem is

d d ( d }.?{ = . I «:-1 O'p{k),n (Z~»2 - L Ak L(Z~~»2 - 1 (9)
J,k=1 J J k=1 j=1 J

Setting the gradient of (9) with respect to the unknown entries of the matrix Zn

equal to zero leads to the eigenproblem A -IZn = Zn(A[P'(p) In p(p)rl), where
A = 'DiQ6(AI'.",Ad]. The matrices A, A, and P'(p) En P(p) are diagonal, so it

follows that the unique orthogonal solution to the eigenproblem is Zn = I. From
the definition of the change of variables, it follows that the maximizing

orthogonal matrix is Qn = (Un P(p»'. Substituting this result into (6) reduces the
minimization (5) to a discrete minimization problem, namely,

dmin r(A,Qn) = min I «:-1 O'p{j) n. (10)
Q. peSyn(d) jal J .

By assumption, the diagonal entries of A are given in decreasing order. It is an

'interesting exercise to prove that the minimum over all p E Syn(d) is solved by
the permutation that arranges the singular values of Sn into decreasing order, that

is, by the permutation e such that O't(I).n ~...~ O't(d).no Without loss of .

generality, it is now assumed that the given SVD has its singular values arranged
in decreasing order. It follows that e is the identity permutation defined by e{j)=j

for all j, and that Qn = (Un P(e»' = U~ minimizes (5) for all n. Substituting
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Qn = U~ into the sub-subproblems for the orthogonal matrices and using the

relevant portion of the auxiliary function'll gives the subproblem for A in the

fonn

ALGORrrHM STATEMENT

For m = 0, let x(m), l1(m) , A(m), and Q(m) be initial estimates for the

parameters defining the strophoscedastic mixture that satisfy the conditions
imposed in (i) - (iv) above. For integers m ~ 0, updated estimates for iteration
m+l are given by the following equations: For n = 1, ..., Nand k = 1, ..., K,

compute the weights
x(m) ?{(Xk I J1(m). (Q(m», A(m) Q(m»w(m+I) = --n - -,a , 'n . '-n . -n . (II)

Ilk 1:~1 Jt~m) ?{(Xk I J1~m). (Q~m», A(m) Q~m»'
F J J J J

The expected number of samples from component n. conditioned on parameter

estimates at iteration m. is
K

K~m+I) = L w<:;I). (12)
k=1

The updated mixing proportions are given by

x~m+l) = K<;+I) IK, (13)

and the updated mean vectors by

507

This function is easily maximized over A by setting the derivatives with respect to

aj to zero. The details arc omitted. This completes the derivation.

The within-component sample data covariance matrices (conditioned on

parameter estimates at iteration m) are
K

s<m+l)= 1 ~w(m+l) (Xk-~(m+l»(Xk-~(m+l»,. (15)
n "KfiD+1Y~ ok n n. k=l

Compute the orderedSVD's oCthe matrices (15), that is, compute the SVD's

s<m+l) = u<m+l) r.(m+l) (u<m+l», (16)n n n n '
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where the matrices u<m+l) arc. orthogonal and the diagonals of the matrices
D

~Cm+l) =tn:~-rCJCm+l) CJCm+l) ... CJCm+l») ( 17)D ~"'l1L In ' 2n ' , dn

are arranged in decreasing order. The updated orthogonal matrices of the

strophoscedastic mixture are the transposes of the orthogonal matrices of the

ordered SVD's (16), that is, Qcm+l) = (u<m+I»,. The kernel matrix is obtained
n n

by averaging the diagonal matrices of the SVD's over all mixture components:
N

A Cm+l) = L 1tCm+l) ~Cm+I). (18)
n=1 n D

This completes the statement of the algorithm.

The estimates (14), (IS), and (18) are probabilistic (convex) linear

combinations of sample data X, rank one outer products, and singular values,

respectively, so they are straightforward to compute. However, for numerical

computation, the so-called QR algorithm applied to properly weighted data

matrices is preferable to working directly with the covariance matrices (IS). For

further details and references, see Streit and Luginbuhl (1994).

It is necessary to order the singular values in die SVD's because ordering

solves a crucial discrete subspace alignment problem. If the subspaces are not

properly aligned, the algoridim will yield incorrect solutions. Many widely

available SVD algorithms do not guarantee consistent ordering, although most

typically do result in singular values given in decreasing order. To convert an

unordered SVD into the ordered SVD requires permuting die orthogonal matrices

in the factorization as well as the singular values.

EXAMPLE

Let x = [u, v r e R 2 = R d, and define die compound PDF

p(x) E {[:]) = ,,-1 T?l ([:]I[:::}~~ ~]) dr, (19)

where the nonnalization constant" = 3Jt. The density p(x) is a continuous

mixture of bivariate Gaussian components whose mean vectors lie on the first one

and a half cycles of an Archimedian spiral, and whose covariance matrices are

proportional to the identity matrix. An explicit analytical expression for p(x) is

unavailable. The singularity of p(x) at the origin is of no importance here.
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The sample data set X c R 2 comprises K ;95 equispaced samples of the

Archimedian spiral to which are added samples of bivariate (uncorrelated)

Gaussian noise. Explicitly.

X;{[~]} U {[: :~~:;] + ~[::] : k=I.2, K-l} , (20)

where A = 3x / (K -I) and the real numbers Sk and tk are univariate Gaussian

i.i.d. samples with zero mean and variance one. This systematic choice of X

violates the assumption ofi.i.d. sampling; however, the sample data have a .high

entropy. relative to p(x), so the lack of independence is not si~ificant here.

The density (19) and the sample data set (20) are intended to illustrate in an

idealized form the kind of problem for which strophoscedastic mixtures seem

particularly well suited. For example, in scene analysis, edges and other line-like

structures in images are sometimes estimated using noisy pixel-level data. More

generally. strophoscedastic mixtures can be fitted to piecewise curvilinear data,

and the estimated mixture parameters used subsequently as features in a pattern

recognition algorithm. Automatic character recognition problems present a rich

variety of potential applications of this latter son. Another imponant application

area is tracking objects moving against a cluttered background using noisy sensor

measurements. Thus, the spiral density (19) represents the curvilinear

image/edge/track to be recovered from noisy sample data (20).

The best choice of the number of components, N. is an application-

dependent model order selection problem and thus lies outside the scope of this

paper. For the example to exhibit the computational and approximation properties

of strophoscedastic mixtures, any convenient value of N may be chosen. Seven

axis crossings are apparent in the data, counting the origin as one crossing, so a

mixture q(x) with N=7 components is used to approximate p(x).
Initialization of mixing proportions is uniform. that is, xn = 1/ N for

n=l,...,N. The means are initialized as samples from a uniform distribution ov~r
the u-v rectangle (-6,-4)x(-3.-5) lying in the mouth of the spiral. The

orthogonal matrices are initialized equal to the identity matrix, and the diagonal

kernel is initialized as the cJiagonai elements of the sample covariance matrix.

This initialization is a very poor one in several respects: mixing proportions,

means, and orthogonal matrices have no relation to the sample data, while the

kernel is scaled to the entire sample data X and so has very little of the

eccentricity needed to represent the detailed structure of the sample data.
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FIG. 1. Density contours of estimated strophoscedastic mixture for sample data.
with mixture means and their iteration evolution superimposed.

Figure I presents several kinds ofinfonnation. The solid dots are the K=95

samples in the data set x. and the solid line that runs through them is the exact

Archimedian spiral. The slightly smaller dots surrounded by diamond-shaped

boxes mark the final locations of the mean vectors of the N=7 estimated Gaussian

components of the strophoscedastic mixture. The mean vectors are not sample

data in x. as is evident for components near the origin. The estimated mean

vectors lie on the -inside- of the curve of the Archimedian spiral, an intuitively

reasonable placement if the components are, in effect, linearly fitting nearby

sample data.
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Dotted lines in Figure I leading away from the estimated mean vectors mark

earlier EM estimates of the means, going back to the initialization. Evidently, the
history of the estimated means is quite complex - sometimes the dotted lines

backtrack on themselves, and sometimes they appear to merge with other

components only to separate later. The latter effect shows that components with

the same means and different orthogonal matrices can separate as the iteration

proceeds.
Finally, the contour lines in Figure I represent isopleths of the

strophoscedastic mixture PDF. The contours correspond to the levels -20, -10,

and -5 dBllmax, or "decibels referenced to the maximum," and are given by the

expression 10 10g10 [q(x) I max{q(x): x e R2}]. The -20 dB contour is

exactly two orders of magnitude lower than the peak value of the PDF and

contains all me sample data X. There are N-7 nearly elliptical -5 dB contours,

and their orientations approximate the orientations of isopleths of the Gaussian

components of the strophoscedastic mixture. The areas of the -5 dB contours

should be roughly proportional to the mixing proportions, but we have not

verified this numerically. The three sets of contours, including the -10 dB

contours, show that the density of q(x) increases steadily (though not

monotonically) as one spirals inward toward the origin.

Table I gives the estimated mean vectors and orthogonal matrices of the

strophoscedastic mixture, where the components are given in order of distance of

the mean from the origin. The parameter set is completed by stating that the

diagonal kernel matrix is A ='Diaa{0.119219, 3.070652]. The ratio of maximum

to minimum axis lengths is the square root of the diagonal of A. or 5.07508, and

this checks visually when compared to the -5 dB contours in Figure 1. Table I

shows that the mixing proportions increase monotonically as the components

approach the origin, a fact that supports the visual evidence in Figure I. The

maximum value of q(x) is 0.069476 and occurs at the first mean listed in Table I.

Figure 2 depicts the likelihood function (2) of X as the algorithm proceeds.

The likelihood is strictly increasing as required by the general EM theory, until it

settles on a Stationary point. The final (natural) log likelihood function value was

-396.018. The "learning rate" behaves very erratically in this example. The first

16 iterations increase the likelihood by small nearly equal amounts, but at

iteration 17, the likelihood increases very rapidly until saturation seems to occur

at iteration 44. The algorithm is not done, however, because it makes another
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TABLE I.

It Mixino Prnn Mean Vectnr Orthninnal Matrix
1 .264121 -0.0790998 .707390 .706824

1.00972 -.706824 .707390

2 .179955 -2.83981 -.997699 .067803
-0.793225 .067803 .997699

3 .144768 0.838995 -.008062 .999968
-4.38440 -.999968 -.008062

4 .120845 5.77654 -.973634 .228114
-0.760303 -.228114 -.973634

5 .098750 4.29840 .722454 .691419
5.48483 -.691419 .722454

6 .097056 -2.07586 -.146195 .989256
7.44017 -.989256 -.146195

7 .094506 -8.16694 -.878776 .477235
3.28072 -.477235 -.878776

-400

-420

-440

-.60

480

-500

-520
10 20 30 40 so 60 70

FIG. 2. Growth of the posterior log likelihood function versus iteration number
(excluding the initial log likelihood)
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series of improvements beginning at iteration 58 and ending at iteration 66. the

algorithm arrives at a fixed point by iteration 75, which is to say that no change

was observed in the least significant decimal digits after iteration 75. The long

plateaus between significant learning episodes are puzzling and lead to an

interesting question: Is it possible to define a convergence criterion that does not

converge on a plateau, perhaps just before another learning episode is about to

take place? Available convergence theory sheds little light on the question. It is

primarily of academic interest. however, because premature convergence in
practice typically occurs at estimates that are sufficient for most applications - if

the model order is adequate.

More than one strophoscedastic mixture estimate is possible for this same

data and can be found by using different initializations. All estimates found in

this way are quite similar in character to the one presented above; however, an

exhaustive study is not undertaken here.

A homoscedastic mixture was computed with the same initialization as used

for the strophoscedastic mixture. The result is not shown because the estimated

PDF is very significantly inferior to that of Figure 1. To achieve the same quality

PDF estimate would require many more components in this case, that is, N»7.

Larger values ofN are not studied here however.

An attempt was made to compute a heteroscedastic mixture from the same

initialization as used for the strophoscedastic mixture. Unfortunately, the

heteroscedastic mixture converges to a degenerate solution, that is, several

mixture components converge to a Dirac delta function on isolated points, a well

known problem with heteroscedastic mixtures. An alternative procedure is to use

the strophoscedastic solution given in Table 1 as an initialization for the

heteroscedastic mixture. Convergence to a numerical fixed point (in the same

sense as above) with this initialization requires 90 iterations, and the results are

depicted in Figure 3. The contours in Fi$Ure 3 are -20, -10, and -5 dBllmax,

where the maximum value is 0.121696 (approximately twice the maximum of the

strophoscedastic mixture) and occurs at the mean of the component closest to the

origin. The mixing proportions are little changed from those of Table I, and

neither are the mean vectors, as is evident from Figure 3. The maximum to

minimum axis length ratios are not the same for all components, varying from a

minimum of 2.26527 to a maximum of 11.306. Initialization is evidently very

critical for successful estimation of heteroscedastic mixtures, but much less
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FIG. 3. Density contours of estimated heteroscedastic mixture obtained by
initializing with the estimated strophoscedastic mixture of Figure 1.

critical for homoscedastic and strophoscedastic mixtures. Finally, although it is

not presented, the learning curve for this example is remarkably similar to that of

Figure 2 in that it displays slow initial improvements for 14 iterations, then

improves rapidly until appearing to saturate at iteration 44. There are two brief

episodes of improvement at iteration 62 and at iteration 76. The final (natural) log

likelihood function value was -381.379, an improvement over the stropho-

scedastic mixture attributable primarily to the changes in the covariance matrix

singular values.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

A new kind of Gaussian mixture has been presented. The new mixture is

called a strophoscedastic mixture because the level curves (isopleths) of the

Gaussian components are geometrically congruent under rigid rotation and

translation. An ML estimation algorithm for strophoscedastic mixtures was

derived using the method of EM. It was shown that the M-step of the method of

EM is explicitly solvable, requiring only the computation of several ordered

SVD's, so that the ML algorithm is viable for practical applications. An example

was presented that showed the new mixtures to have significant robustness to

initialization errors. Strophoscedastic mixture components share a common set of

singular values, and this set is the weighted average of the singular values of the

within-component sample data covariance matrices; hence, strophoscedastic

mixture estimation is numerically very robust. For the same number of

components, strophoscedastic mixtures have only N{d -1) fewer parameters than

heteroscedastic mixtures, so it is anticipated in practice that they will often have

PDF approximation capabilities akin to those of heteroscedastic mixtures,

especially for compound densities similar to that of the given example.
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